
Fantastic Phonics!

Week 1 – Banana Group



Monday 1st June 2020



Let’s start by singing our alphabet!
Remember when we sing the alphabet we are using the letter names not the letter sounds. 

Note any letter names that your child has difficulty 
with and keep working on them.



Let’s read all of our Phase 4 tricky words!

Note any words that your child has difficulty with and pay extra attention to these when practising tricky words…

there

little

said

have

like

what

were

so

do

some

come

one

when

out



Let’s check all of our sounds on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re going to play 
Flash Cards Speed Trial!

Choose All.

Design your car and then read each of the sounds on the road signs. 
If you get the sound right press the green tick, if you get the sound wrong press the red cross. 

How many seconds does it take you to read all of the sounds? 
Can you do it even faster?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Today we’re going to be thinking about the different 
sounds that this grapheme (letter) can make

Read both of the words below and see if you can 
hear the two different sound that i can make…i

fish child



In the word fish it makes an i sound

fish child

i i

In the word child it makes an igh sound

Different ways of saying i



Different ways of saying i

Making an i sound

fishi
Making an igh sound

childi

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an i or an igh sound

wild



Different ways of saying i

Making an i sound

fishi
Making an igh sound

childi

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an i or an igh sound

wild



Different ways of saying i

Making an i sound

fishi
Making an igh sound

childi

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an i or an igh sound

skin
wild



Different ways of saying i

Making an i sound

fishi
Making an igh sound

childi

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an i or an igh sound

skin
wild



Different ways of saying i

Making an i sound

fishi
Making an igh sound

childi

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an i or an igh sound

lift
wildskin



Different ways of saying i

Making an i sound

fishi
Making an igh sound

childi

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an i or an igh sound

lift
wildskin



Different ways of saying i

Making an i sound

fishi
Making an igh sound

childi

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an i or an igh sound

mind
wildskin

lift



Different ways of saying i

Making an i sound

fishi
Making an igh sound

childi

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an i or an igh sound

mind
wildskin

lift



Different ways of saying i

Making an i sound

fishi
Making an igh sound

childi

mind

wildskin

lift



d u ck

Now let’s see if we can use our new sound to help us write some words!

Here’s a reminder of what you need to do:
Look at the picture and stretch the word out using your invisible elastic band.

What sounds can you hear?
How many sounds can you hear?

Can you put them onto your fingers?
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?

We’re going to use our phoneme frames to help us write each word:
You can draw your own phoneme frames for this, or download a sheet of them from the website called Phoneme Frames.

I’ve written the word duck in the phoneme frame below as an example:

Don’t forget to add
your sound buttons!

We use a dot if it’s a single letter 
making one sound, and a line if 
it’s two letters making one sound 

(a digraph).

Remember each box of our phoneme 
frame contains one sound (phoneme), 
not necessarily one letter (grapheme), 
so both letters from the ck sound in 
duck go together in the final box. 



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?

I can … a clue!



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What is the middle sound? What is the final sound?



Let’s check how you did!

s t i

f i n d

ck

f i n



Did you spot that i can make both an i and an igh sound

s t i

f i n d

ck

f i n



Which caption is correct for this picture?

Can you help me find my toy?

Can you help me mind my toy?

Can you help me find my toy.



Can you help me find my toy?

Can you help me mind my toy?

Can you help me find my toy.

Did you choose the right caption?



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re going to
play Cheeky Chimps!

Choose
the i button.

Click on the ‘get banana’ button and a banana will appear with a word containing an i grapheme (letter). 
Read the word out loud, and decide whether it is making an i sound (like in tin) or an igh sound (like in mind). 

Feed the banana to the correct monkey – watch out if it’s wrong you’ll get banana squirted at you!
Can you get 10 out of 10?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Banana Group Phonics Worksheets Week 1

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Banana Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 1
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Tuesday 2nd June 2020



Let’s start by singing our alphabet!
Remember when we sing the alphabet we are using the letter names not the letter sounds. 

Note any letter names that your child has difficulty 
with and keep working on them.



Let’s read all of our Phase 4 tricky words!

Note any words that your child has difficulty with and pay extra attention to these when practising tricky words…

there

little

said

have

like

what

were

so

do

some

come

one

when

out



Let’s check all of our sounds on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re going to play 
Flash Cards Speed Trial!

Choose All.

Design your car and then read each of the sounds on the road signs. 
If you get the sound right press the green tick, if you get the sound wrong press the red cross. 

How many seconds does it take you to read all of the sounds? 
Can you do it even faster?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Different sounds i can make

In the word fish it makes an i sound

fish child

i i

In the word child it makes an igh sound

Today we’re going to think about how the context of a word 
in a sentence helps us to know which sound the i is making. 

Read the questions on the next few slides and decide whether you agree (yes) or disagree (no)…

Yesterday we started to think 
about the different sounds 
that the grapheme (letter) i

can make in words.



Yes or No?

Read the question and decide if you agree with it (choose yes) or disagree with it (choose no).

Do you find milk in the 
cooker?

NoYes



Do you find milk in the 
cooker?

NoYes

Did you get it right?
Did you use the right i sound?

Making an i sound

i i
Making an igh sound



Yes or No?

Read the question and decide if you agree with it (choose yes) or disagree with it (choose no).

Can a child drive a car?

NoYes



NoYes

Did you get it right?
Did you use the right i sound?

Making an i sound

i i
Making an igh sound

Can a child drive a car?



d u ck

Now let’s see if we can use our new sound to help us write some words!

Here’s a reminder of what you need to do:
Look at the picture and stretch the word out using your invisible elastic band.

What sounds can you hear?
How many sounds can you hear?

Can you put them onto your fingers?
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?

We’re going to use our phoneme frames to help us write each word:
You can draw your own phoneme frames for this, or download a sheet of them from the website called Phoneme Frames.

I’ve written the word duck in the phoneme frame below as an example:

Don’t forget to add
your sound buttons!

We use a dot if it’s a single letter 
making one sound, and a line if 
it’s two letters making one sound 

(a digraph).

Remember each box of our phoneme 
frame contains one sound (phoneme), 
not necessarily one letter (grapheme), 
so both letters from the ck sound in 
duck go together in the final box. 



It’s your turn! 
All of these words are polysyllabic 

(which means they have more than one syllable)

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?

A teacher might give 
the class some … to 

say well done



It’s your turn! 
All of these words are polysyllabic 

(which means they have more than one syllable)

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?

Where is the 
butterfly?



Let’s check how you did!

s t i ck

b e h

er s

i n d



Did you spot that i can make both an i and an igh sound

s t i ck

b e h

er s

i n d



Reading sentences

Remind me to stick tricky words in my mind.

Find the big stick behind the tree.

The wild child did a trick.

Read each of these sentences out loud.



Did you spot that i can make both an i and an igh sound

Remind me to stick tricky words in my mind.

Find the big stick behind the tree.

The wild child did a trick.



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re going to
play Acorn Adventures!

Choose
the i button.

Click on the ‘get acorn’ button and an acorn will appear with a word containing an i grapheme (letter). 
Read the word out loud, and decide whether it is making an i sound (like in tin) or an igh sound (like in mind). 
Feed the acorn to the correct squirrel in the tree – watch out if it’s wrong you’ll get an acorn thrown at you!

Can you get 10 out of 10?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


NOTE FOR PARENTS

Today’s worksheet contains a dictated sentence. 

Read the sentence clearly and slowly all the way through first of all, 

and then a few words at a time while your child is recording what you’ve said. 

Remind them to think about their punctuation too!

The sentence is: Can you remind me to get some milk?

When they’ve finished show them the sentence so that they can check 

how they did and edit their work if they need to using a different coloured pen. 

In school we use a purple polishing pen.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Banana Group Phonics Worksheets Week 1

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Banana Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 1
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Wednesday 3rd June 2020



Let’s start by singing our alphabet!
Remember when we sing the alphabet we are using the letter names not the letter sounds. 

Note any letter names that your child has difficulty 
with and keep working on them.



Let’s read all of our Phase 4 tricky words!

Note any words that your child has difficulty with and pay extra attention to these when practising tricky words…

there

little

said

have

like

what

were

so

do

some

come

one

when

out



Let’s check all of our sounds on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re going to play 
Flash Cards Speed Trial!

Choose All.

Design your car and then read each of the sounds on the road signs. 
If you get the sound right press the green tick, if you get the sound wrong press the red cross. 

How many seconds does it take you to read all of the sounds? 
Can you do it even faster?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Today we’re going to be thinking about the different 
sounds that this grapheme (letter) can make

Read both of the words below and see if you can 
hear the two different sound that o can make…o

hot cold



In the word hot it makes an o sound

o o

In the word cold it makes an oa sound

Different ways of saying o

hot cold



Different ways of saying o

Making an o sound

hoto
Making an oa sound

coldo

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an o or an oa sound

stop



Different ways of saying o

Making an o sound

hoto
Making an oa sound

coldo

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an o or an oa sound

stop



Different ways of saying o

Making an o sound

hoto
Making an oa sound

coldo

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an o or an oa sound

cost
stop



Different ways of saying o

Making an o sound

hoto
Making an oa sound

coldo

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an o or an oa sound

cost
stop



Different ways of saying o

Making an o sound

hoto
Making an oa sound

coldo

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an o or an oa sound

told
stop

cost



Different ways of saying o

Making an o sound

hoto
Making an oa sound

coldo

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an o or an oa sound

told
stop

cost



Different ways of saying o

Making an o sound

hoto
Making an oa sound

coldo

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an o or an oa sound

both
toldstop

cost



Different ways of saying o

Making an o sound

hoto
Making an oa sound

coldo

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making an o or an oa sound

both
toldstop

cost



Different ways of saying o

Making an o sound

hoto
Making an oa sound

coldo

both

toldstop

cost



d u ck

Now let’s see if we can use our new sound to help us write some words!

Here’s a reminder of what you need to do:
Look at the picture and stretch the word out using your invisible elastic band.

What sounds can you hear?
How many sounds can you hear?

Can you put them onto your fingers?
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?

We’re going to use our phoneme frames to help us write each word:
You can draw your own phoneme frames for this, or download a sheet of them from the website called Phoneme Frames.

I’ve written the word duck in the phoneme frame below as an example:

Don’t forget to add
your sound buttons!

We use a dot if it’s a single letter 
making one sound, and a line if 
it’s two letters making one sound 

(a digraph).

Remember each box of our phoneme 
frame contains one sound (phoneme), 
not necessarily one letter (grapheme), 
so both letters from the ck sound in 
duck go together in the final box. 



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?



It’s your turn!

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?

The opposite of 
closed…



Let’s check how you did!

n

g o l

p o n d

d

o p e



Did you spot that o can make both an o and an oa sound

n

g o l

p o n d

d

o p e



Which caption is correct for this picture?

a pot of gold coins.

a pot of told coins.  

At the end of a rainbow you can find…

a pot of bold coins.



Did you choose the right caption?

a pot of gold coins.

a pot of told coins.  

At the end of a rainbow you can find…

a pot of bold coins.



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re going to
play Cheeky Chimps!

Choose
the o button.

Click on the ‘get banana’ button and a banana will appear with a word containing an o grapheme (letter). 
Read the word out loud, and decide whether it is making an o sound (like in hot) or an oa sound (like in no). 

Feed the banana to the correct monkey – watch out if it’s wrong you’ll get banana squirted at you!
Can you get 10 out of 10?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Banana Group Phonics Worksheets Week 1

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Banana Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 1
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Thursday 4th June 2020



Let’s start by singing our alphabet!
Remember when we sing the alphabet we are using the letter names not the letter sounds. 

Note any letter names that your child has difficulty 
with and keep working on them.



Let’s read all of our Phase 4 tricky words!

Note any words that your child has difficulty with and pay extra attention to these when practising tricky words…

there

little

said

have

like

what

were

so

do

some

come

one

when

out



Let’s check all of our sounds on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re going to play 
Flash Cards Speed Trial!

Choose All.

Design your car and then read each of the sounds on the road signs. 
If you get the sound right press the green tick, if you get the sound wrong press the red cross. 

How many seconds does it take you to read all of the sounds? 
Can you do it even faster?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Different sounds o can make

In the word hot it makes an o sound

hot cold

o o

In the word cold it makes an oa sound

Today we’re going to think about how the context of a word 
in a sentence helps us to know which sound the o is making. 

Read the questions on the next few slides and decide whether you agree (yes) or disagree (no)…

Yesterday we started to think 
about the different sounds 
that the grapheme (letter) o

can make in words.



Yes or No?

Read the question and decide if you agree with it (choose yes) or disagree with it (choose no).

Is this crayon gold?

NoYes



Did you get it right?
Did you use the right o sound?

Making an o sound

o o
Making an oa sound

Is this crayon gold?

NoYes



Yes or No?

Read the question and decide if you agree with it (choose yes) or disagree with it (choose no).

Is the toy shop open?

NoYes



NoYes

Did you get it right?
Did you use the right o sound?

Is the toy shop open?

Making an o sound

o o
Making an oa sound



d u ck

Now let’s see if we can use our new sound to help us write some words!

Here’s a reminder of what you need to do:
Look at the picture and stretch the word out using your invisible elastic band.

What sounds can you hear?
How many sounds can you hear?

Can you put them onto your fingers?
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?

We’re going to use our phoneme frames to help us write each word:
You can draw your own phoneme frames for this, or download a sheet of them from the website called Phoneme Frames.

I’ve written the word duck in the phoneme frame below as an example:

Don’t forget to add
your sound buttons!

We use a dot if it’s a single letter 
making one sound, and a line if 
it’s two letters making one sound 

(a digraph).

Remember each box of our phoneme 
frame contains one sound (phoneme), 
not necessarily one letter (grapheme), 
so both letters from the ck sound in 
duck go together in the final box. 



It’s your turn! 
All of these words are polysyllabic 

(which means they have more than one syllable)

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?



It’s your turn! 
All of these words are polysyllabic 

(which means they have more than one syllable)

Stretch this word out using your invisible elastic band.
What is the first sound? What are the middle sounds? What is the final sound?



Let’s check how you did!

o s t m

r

a n

o b o

p

t



Did you spot that o can make both an o and an oa sound

o s t m

r

a n

o b o

p

t



Reading sentences

Read each of these sentences out loud.

You might get a shock if it is too cold or too hot!

Can we both hold the gold block?

Go to the hot spot.



Did you spot that o can make both an o and an oa sound

You might get a shock if it is too cold or too hot!

Can we both hold the gold block?

Go to the hot spot.



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re going to
play Acorn Adventures!

Choose
the o button.

Click on the ‘get acorn’ button and an acorn will appear with a word containing an o grapheme (letter). 
Read the word out loud, and decide whether it is making an o sound (like in hot) or an oa sound (like in no). 
Feed the acorn to the correct squirrel in the tree – watch out if it’s wrong you’ll get an acorn thrown at you!

Can you get 10 out of 10?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


NOTE FOR PARENTS

Today’s worksheet contains a dictated sentence. 

Read the sentence clearly and slowly all the way through first of all, 

and then a few words at a time while your child is recording what you’ve said. 

Remind them to think about their punctuation too!

The sentence is: Can you open the golden pot?

When they’ve finished show them the sentence so that they can check 

how they did and edit their work if they need to using a different coloured pen. 

In school we use a purple polishing pen.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Banana Group Phonics Worksheets Week 1

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Banana Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 1
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Friday 5th June 2020



Let’s start by singing our alphabet!
Remember when we sing the alphabet we are using the letter names not the letter sounds. 

Note any letter names that your child has difficulty 
with and keep working on them.



Let’s check all of our sounds on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re going to play 
Flash Cards Speed Trial!

Choose All.

Design your car and then read each of the sounds on the road signs. 
If you get the sound right press the green tick, if you get the sound wrong press the red cross. 

How many seconds does it take you to read all of the sounds? 
Can you do it even faster?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Today we’re going to be thinking about the different 
sounds that this grapheme (letter) can make

Read both of the words below and see if you can 
hear the two different sound that s can make…s

sand treasure



In the word fish it makes a s sound

sand treasure

s s

In the word child it makes a zh sound

Different ways of saying s



Different ways of saying s

Making a s sound

sands
Making a zh sound

treasures

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making a s or a zh sound

sock



Different ways of saying s

Making a s sound

sands
Making a zh sound

treasures

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making a s or a zh sound

sock



Different ways of saying s

Making a s sound

sands
Making a zh sound

treasures

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making a s or a zh sound

casual
sock



Different ways of saying s

Making a s sound

sands
Making a zh sound

treasures

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making a s or a zh sound

casual
sock



Different ways of saying s

Making a s sound

sands
Making a zh sound

treasures

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making a s or a zh sound

vision
casualsock



Different ways of saying s

Making a s sound

sands
Making a zh sound

treasures

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making a s or a zh sound

vision
casualsock



Different ways of saying s

Making a s sound

sands
Making a zh sound

treasures

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making a s or a zh sound

toast vision

casualsock



Different ways of saying s

Making a s sound

sands
Making a zh sound

treasures

Read the word below and decide if it is 
making a s or a zh sound

toast vision

casualsock



Different ways of saying s

Making a s sound

sands
Making a zh sound

treasures

vision

casualsock

toast



Can you match the word with the correct picture?

measure

television



Let’s check how you did

measure

television



Which caption is correct for this picture?

We can search for vision!

We can search for treasure!

We can search for measure!



Did you choose the right caption?

We can search for vision!

We can search for treasure!

We can search for measure!



Let’s read all of our Phase 4 tricky words!

Note any words that your child has difficulty with and pay extra attention to these when practising tricky words…

there

little

said

have

like

what

were

so

do

some

come

one

when

out



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

Today we’re going to
play Tricky Word Trucks!

Choose Phase 4
Tricky Words.

Design your truck and then read each of the words on the trucks. 
If you get the word right press the green tick, if you get the word wrong press the red cross. 

How many seconds does it take you to read all of the words? 
Can you do it even faster?

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Banana Group Phonics Worksheets Week 1

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Banana Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 1
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt

